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The interaction of intense laser pulses (power.30 TW) with underdense plasmas has been studied.
In the regime where the pulse length is much longer than the plasma period (t l@2pvp

21), the laser
pulse is found to be self-modulated at the plasma frequency by the forward Raman scattering
instability. Wavebreaking of the resulting plasma wave results in energetic electrons being
accelerated to more than 100 MeV. Reducing the pulse length so thatt l;2pvp

21 , but retaining the
same power, also leads to wavebreaking. This is a direct result of a combination of laser beam
self-focusing, front-edge laser pulse steepening and relativistic lengthening of the plasma wave
wavelength, which can result in a forced growth of the wakefield plasma wave, even for initially
nonresonant laser pulses (t lÞpvp

21). Since, in this forced laser wakefield regime, the interaction
of the plasma wave and the bunch of accelerated electrons with the laser pulse is reduced, this can
result in higher energy gain~to beyond 200 MeV! and better beam quality. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1564083#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Great interest has been aroused by the prospect of u
lasers to accelerate particles, in particular electrons, to
tremely high energies.1 Though state-of-the-art lasers ca
have incredibly high intrinisic electric fields (E0

'6 TV m21 for I 05131019 W cm22), these electric fields
are transverse and oscillating, meaning that they canno
used for longitudinal acceleration over many laser cycles
has been proposed that the generation of plasma w
through the action of the laser’s ponderomotive force is
ideal way of converting the power of these modern las
into a longitudinal electric field with relativistic phas
velocity.2 In this paper we show two specific regimes
laser–plasma wave interaction, which can lead to the de
opment of these accelerating structures. In both cases it
be shown that the power of the laser can be sufficient to l
to nonlinear steepening of the plasma wave and eventual
wavebreaking.

In the self-modulated wakefield regime~SMWF!,3,4 a la-
ser pulse with pulse durationt l much greater than the invers
plasma frequencyvp

21 , is severely modulated at the plasm
frequency by the nonlinear interaction of the plasma wa

a!Paper FI2 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 94 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: zn1@ic.ac.uk
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The process can be considered a quasi-quantum couplin
the photons~frequencyv0) with plasmons (v5vp), to give
scattered photons at frequenciesv06vp . The resulting beat-
ing of the driver and scattered photons modulates the la
pulse amplitude atvp . Through the action of the pondero
motive force, this plasma frequency modulation can resul
the resonant growth of the plasma wave that initiated
scattering. Direct forward scattering~so that the scattered
photons stay in the same direction as the original laser be!
has a relatively slow growth rate, which saturates at rela
istic intensities~i.e., where the normalized momentuma0 of
electron quiver in the laser field approaches 1!.5 Scattering at
angles away from thez-direction ~the propagation direction
of the laser!, has higher growth rates,6,7 but shorter growth
lengths. However, it does play an important role in t
growth of the forward scattering instabilities, since the init
growth of these instabilities can be so large fora0;1 that
they can erode the front of the laser pulse dramatically, t
forming a sharp intensity gradient.8,9 This can impulsively
set up a much larger amplitude noise source from which
direct forward scattering can grow. This allows a se
modulated laser pulse to generate plasma waves of ampli
close to the initial plasma density on time scales of the or
of ;1 ps or less. Since the characteristic of this interaction
the production of satellite frequencies of spacingn•vp
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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~wheren is an integer! from the original laser frequency, thi
process is often called stimulated Raman scattering, in a
ogy to the scattering from virtual excited states of molecu

The pulse erosion at the leading edge can become
severe for sufficiently high intensity pulses, that most of
plasma wave growth eventually occurs there. In this case
plasma wave growth becomes very similar to the growth
the nonlinear wakefield regime, and takes place in a time
thanpvp

21 . It can be supposed that it may, in this case,
much more efficient to use a laser pulse of pulse len
shorter than this time. Despite the incredible reduction
pulse durations now achieved with ultrahigh power laser s
tems, it is still difficult to directly generate a pulse with ris
times sufficiently short to generate plasma waves at a s
able density. However, even in the regime where the puls
still long compared to the plasma period, if the pulse is s
ficiently intense, then through its nonlinear interaction w
the plasma, it can still experience leading edge pulse c
pression resulting in the required fast rise time. This is du
the nonlinear interaction of the rising edge of the pulse w
the plasma wake pushed in front of the laser pulse by
ponderomotive force. The growing plasma wave retards
very front of the laser pulse, so compressing it.10 The in-
creasing density due to ionization by the laser pulse will a
contribute in a similar manner.11 This optical compression in
conjunction with the nonlinear wavelength increase of
plasma wave as its amplitude increases@for a0.1, lNL

5(2/p)„11(a0
2/2)…1/2lp , where lp52pc/vp], can result

in a highly efficient growth of the plasma wave, even in t
case where the pulse length of the laser is initially lon
than the plasma period.12 This nonresonant excitation of th
plasma wave has been termed a forced laser wake
~FLW! excitation.13

The nonlinear response of the plasma as the pla
wave amplitude grows to the order of the initial plasma d
sity n0 also results in steepening of the plasma wave. Ind
the density spikes can have an amplitudedn.n0 . The elec-
tric field associated with this plasma wave can thus
greater than the maximum electric field associated wit
linear plasma waveE05mecvp /e, and can thus result in
ultrahigh accelerating gradients. In the nonlinear wakefi
regime,14,15 the maximum longitudinal electric field is give
as Emax5„(a0

2/2)/A11(a0
2/2)…E0 for linear polarized light.

Hence for a0@1, one can see that the electric field, a
hence the plasma wave amplitude, approaches the~nonlin-
ear! cold wavebreaking limit16 Ewb5&(gp21)1/2E0 , where
gp5(12(vp /c)2)21/2 is the Lorentz factor associated wit
the relativistic plasma wave, which for sufficiently unde
dense plasma can be approximated bygp'v0 /vp . One can
see that these accelerating fields are huge, approac
1 TV m21, for plasma densities aroundne5131019 cm23.
In addition, these accelerating structures travel with the la
pulse and so have a relativistic factorg equal to that of the
laser pulse in the plasmagp . Hence they can accelerate
relativistic particle, which can stay in phase with the acc
erating field, to extremely high energies.

Indeed if theE-field of the plasma waves does approa
Ewb , then the process of wavebreaking can provide the e
trons to be accelerated.17 Wavebreaking, which sets the lim
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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iting electric field, occurs because some of the plasma e
trons undergo such large oscillations that the returning fo
due to the plasma wave is no longer large enough to m
them continue their longitudinal oscillation. Instead the ele
trons can continue into the next wave ‘‘bucket.’’ If this is th
forward traveling ‘‘bucket,’’ then the electron will feel a con
tinued acceleration, so resulting in its trapping within t
plasma wave. The trapped electrons continue to be acc
ated until their velocity exceeds that of the plasma wave
they ‘‘out-run’’ the wave and are dephased. The maximu
energy gain before electrons ‘‘out-run’’ the accelerating fie
~ignoring the relativistic increase in plasma wavelength! will
be

E'2gp
2~Emax/E0!mec

2. ~1!

In this paper, we explore both the SMWF and FLW r
gimes for the generation of relativistic electrons. In t
SMWF regime we show that the acceleration of energe
electrons is initiated by the plasma wave generation due
Raman scattering instability. Increasing the growth rate
the instability sufficiently, results in wavebreaking of th
plasma wave, with a large associated current of acceler
electrons. By retaining a similar laser power but reducing
pulse length dramatically we are able to access the F
regime. In this regime no modulation of the laser pulse at
plasma frequency is observed. However, the breaking o
large amplitude plasma wave is still witnessed. Indeed
maximum energy of detected electrons is significan
greater, suggesting the growth of plasma waves with p
amplitude greater than the initial plasma density. Becaus
this regime, the interaction of the plasma wave and the e
trons trapped by it with the laser pulse is minimized, t
electron beam is found to have improved quality compa
to that produced in the SMWF regime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS AND SET-UP

The results described in this paper were obtained from
series of experiments performed at the Rutherford–Apple
Laboratory with the Vulcan:CPA laser,18 and at the Labora-
toire d’Optique Applique´e with the Salle Jaune laser.19 The
Vulcan:CPA laser generated laser pulses with up to 50 J
target in a 1 pspulse. Wavefront distortion in the beam du
to thermal lensing in the amplifiers is corrected with a sta
adaptive optic. This allows the beam to be focused to
roughly 3 times diffraction limited spot. In the experimen
detailed here the laser beam was focused to a 10mm spot
diameter~FWHM!, resulting in intensitiesI .1019 W cm22,
when focused in vacuum. The Salle Jaune laser has a m
mum energy on target of about 1 J, but this coupled with a
fs pulse length, results in similar laser powers of greater t
30 TW. For these experiments it was found that increas
the focusing length increased the electron beam quality.
m focal length parabolic mirror was used, which resulted i
focal spot of 18mm waist, giving focused intensities in
vacuum of around 331018 W cm22.

To prevent ionization defocusing of the laser beam
fore reaching focus, the laser beam was always focused
the edge of a high-density gradient gas-jet. The density p
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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file of the nozzle had been previously measured by inter
ometry. The nozzle has been optimised to ensure that
vacuum–gas interface is as sharp as possible while retai
a flat density profile within the gas itself.20 The density of
neutrals was varied by varying the backing pressure on
jet. Hydrogen or helium were generally used in these exp
ments, which ensures that the plasma density produced
mains uniform, without the intensity dependant ionizati
profile that characterizes the interaction with other gase
these laser intensities. This also ensures that the gas
free from cluster formation. The gas jet densities measure
these experiments were consistent with the full ionization
the neutrals~2 electrons per molecule! as measured by inter
ferometry.

The spectrum of the beam transmitted through the ga
was attenuated by reflecting off a glass plate, before direc
it out of the vacuum chamber. The collection angle of t
transmitted beam was comparable to that of the incom
beam. The beam was focused into a spectrometer and
spectrum detected with a 16-bit~high dynamic range! CCD
camera. The spectral response of the system was calib
with a black-body emitter placed at the focal plane of t
laser beam. The glass plate for collecting the transmi
light had a small hole (f51 cm) in it to allow energetic
electrons to pass through without scattering or energy l
The electrons were then collimated~using an aperture in a
lead piece! before passing into the electron spectrome
Typically the collimator has a collection angle; f 100. The
electrons were dispersed in the spectrometer by use o
electromagnet. The electromagnet used has specially sh
pole pieces to allow imaging in the spectral plane of
electron source. The magnetic field of the electromagnet,
hence the dispersion of the spectrometer, can be altere
changing the current passing through its solenoidal co
This allows the same instrument to measure a wide rang
energies on a series of shots with different current settin
Hence the spectrometer can be used in imaging mode
energies of 0 to 217 MeV. The dispersed electrons were
tected with silicon barrier detectors~of circular area
'1 cm2 each!. The detectors were biased, and the curr
generated by ionizing radiation in the diodes depletion
gion measured on oscilloscopes. To measure the backgr
signal due to x-ray generation, diodes were placed at
same angle but out of the plane of the electron dispers
Additional divergence measurements were made by u
stacks of radiochromic film~RCF! spaced by copper piece
of known thickness. The stack was placed 5 cm after
laser focus. RCF has a calibrated response to the dos
ionizing radiation passing through it. The beam profiles th
obtained were corrected for scattering and x-ray genera
by use of a tracking code.21

III. SELF-MODULATED WAKEFIELD

Figure 1 shows the spectra of the transmitted light wh
laser pulses from Vulcan (t l;1 ps) were passed through
gas jet for two different plasma densities,ne54
31018 cm23 and ne57.531018 cm23. In both cases the
pulse length is long relative to the plasma wave length. F
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ure 1~a! shows up to 8 satellite frequencies of the transmit
light on the blue-shifted side of the fundamental laser f
quency, plotted as log~intensity!. The satellites are clearly
differentiated from one another, and are spaced by cons
intervals of the plasma frequencyvp . The spectrum has a
similar character on the red side of the fundamental. One
see obviously the analogy to Raman scattering from m
ecules. However, one basic difference exists between pla
Raman scattering and molecular Raman scattering, and
is the excitation of the plasma wave. The plasmons that c
stitute the plasma wave are not fixed quantum states. As
plasma wave grows to large amplitude, in particular wh
the plasma wave amplitudedn/n0;1, then the plasma wave
can no longer be described as a linear oscillation at
quency vp . Indeed the density peaks become steepen
This nonlinear plasma wave can be Fourier-decompo
into its harmonic constituents as follows: (nm/n0)
5„mm/(2m21m!) …•(dn/n0)m, wherenm is the amplitude of
the m-th harmonic of the plasma wave of peak amplitu
dn/n0 . One can therefore see why sidebands are so
ciently generated even though the growth of the FRS pred
that in 1 ps there is only enough time for the first elect
magnetic sideband to grow to large amplitude. Evidently
cascading is due to scattering from the nonlinear steepe
plasma wave, rather than a step-wise scattering of the
cessive electromagnetic sidebands off a linear plasma w
~i.e., one that has a harmonic content only atvp).

Increasing the growth of the plasma wave by furth
increasing the FRS growth rate, cannot lead to an indefini
increasing plasma wave amplitude, due to the wavebrea
limit. Mori et al. have derived the spatio-temoral grow
rates for the FRS instability in the relativistic regime~i.e.,
a0.1).5 They find that the FRS growth rate saturates w
intensity and in this regime one can only achieve furth
plasma wave growth by its dependence on density. Thi
shown in Fig. 1~b!, where a higher density is used compar
to Fig. 1~a!. The sidebands can still be discerned in this fi
ure, with a slightly greater wavelength separation sincevp

FIG. 1. Transmitted beam spectra with~a! ne5431018 cm23 and I 52
31019 W cm22 and ~b! ne57.531018 cm23 and I 5131019 W cm22.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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}Ane. However, the sidebands are noticeably broader. T
is though the interaction length is the same as before. T
increased width suggests that the scattering plasma wa
losing coherence.

The reason for this loss of coherence is demonstrate
the spectrum of electrons accelerated by the gener
plasma wave, shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows that eve
ne5431018 cm23, when the plasma wave is still coheren
there are a significant number of electrons accelerate
quite high energy~up to 13 MeV before the number fall
below the detection theshold!. These trapped electrons a
from the tail of the hot temperature distribution, demonstr
ing that these plasmas can reach extremely high tempera
due to other parametric instabilities.22 In the large electric
fields of the plasma wave, it is possible to further acceler
these electrons to high energies. But one can see by
modest energies in comparison to Eq.~1! that the associated
electric field of the plasma wave is still less thanEwb . An
estimate of the plasma wave amplitude from both the ma
mum energy and Raman satellite amplitudes givesdn/n0

'0.1 for this density.
However, one can see that as the density is increase

ne57.531018 cm23, the number and maximum energy
the electrons increases markedly. This is even more
nounced as the plasma wave growth rate is increased
increasing the density further. Not only is the maximum e
ergy of the electron distribution increased, but there is a
nificant tail to the distribution that can no longer be fitted
a single Maxwellian distribution. Divergence measureme
have also been performed using nuclear activation te
niques.23 Taking account for the beam divergence, one fin
upwards of 1012 relativistic electrons in total generated b
this interaction, i.e., practically all the electrons from with
the focal volume over a Rayleigh length. Clearly, such
huge fraction of accelerated electrons cannot be simply
plained by the trapping of hot electrons. The accelera
electrons are generated by wavebreaking. As descr
above, charge sheets in opposite halves of the plasma w
oscillation can cross longitudinally, so that instead of feel
a returning force, some of the electrons, those traveling
the same direction as the phase velocity of the plasma w
can feel a continuous acceleration in the direction in wh
they were traveling. This of course also destroys the co

FIG. 2. Electron spectra from SMWF for a variety of different densitie
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ence of the plasma wave. Hence the broadening of the s
lites in the transmitted spectra is a clear signature of
onset of wavebreaking. At higher densities, the broadenin
so severe that it becomes difficult to distinguish the in
vidual satellites. Note also that there is clear evidence of
increased growth of the FRS at higher density from Fig. 1~a!
to Fig. 1~b! even though the intensity of the second shot w
slightly lower. This reiterates the weak dependence of
FRS growth rates on intensity in this regime.

A further increase in density in Fig. 2 shows th
the maximum energy of accelerated electron approac
100 MeV. From Eq. ~1!, for this density (ne51.5
31019 W cm22) for which gp'8, the maximum expected
energy would beEmax'130 (dn/n0), suggesting thatdn/n0

is very close to 1. However, both simulation and expe
ment24–28 of these interactions have shown that in t
SMWF regime, severe wavebreaking and heating by ot
parametric instabilities limits the wavebreaking amplitude
the plasma wave todn/n0,0.4. The simulations show tha
such high energies are produced due to secondary proce
either self-generated fields due to the high current bunch
electrons27 or due to a direct resonant interaction with th
laser beam.28 As a result of these secondary processes,
the loss of coherence of the plasma wave, it is found that
emitted beam has a reasonably high divergence~for example,
20 MeV electrons have a divergence of.12° FWHM!,
which is comparable to the initial laser divergence.23 This
obviously has implications for the emittance of electr
beams produced by this method.

IV. FORCED LASER WAKEFIELD

To explore the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse,
used the 30 fs, 1 J laser in the Salle Jaune. Both a short a
long focal length parabola were used for the focusing. R
sults with a short focal length parabola (f 7.5) have been
described previously.32 With this parabola, in the regime
wheret l;2pvp

21 , the maximum energy gain was found
be limited by the Rayleigh length (Zr;300 mm). In this
paper we report on an extension of this study performed w

FIG. 3. Electron spectrum forne52.531019 cm23 ~squares! from FLW. An
effective electron temperature of (1861) MeV is obtained from an expo-
nential fit forE,130 MeV ~continuous line!. The measurement is average
over thef 100 opening of the spectrometer and the detection threshold
chosen for a signal-to-noise-ratio of 25:1.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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a f 51 m parabola. This gives ana0;1.2. For plasmas wave
growth in the nonlinear wakefield regime, this should not
large enough to enable us to reach the cold wavebrea
limit. However, when the laser is focused on the edge o
gas jet of densityne'2.531019 W cm22, one obtains the
electron spectrum shown in Fig. 3. A large current of acc
erated electrons is once again produced~total charge
.5 nC), now with a maximum in energy beyond 200 Me
This is despite the reduction of more than 503 in laser en-
ergy compared to the spectra shown in Fig. 2 in the SMW
regime. Divergence measurements show that the highes
ergy electrons are well collimated (,2° for .50 MeV elec-
trons!. Once again wavebreaking of a relativistic plasm
wave is responsible for this current of energetic electro
Indeed, the reduced divergence compared to the SMWF
gime demonstrates that the electrons are purely accele
by the plasma wave, and that the effect of direct laser ac
eration is minimal.28 Also improved is the shot-to-shot varia
tion in this regime.~Though the electron charge for a give
energy does show a shot-to-shot variation, typically by
factor of 2–3.! This is a considerable improvement o

FIG. 4. Spectrum of the laser beam in vacuum~triangles and solid line! and
after transmission through the plasma~circles and dashed line! in the FLW
regime. The spectrum is broadened from an initial 33 nm to 48 nm.NB:
there is no signature of satellite frequencies, as seen in the SMWF.
Downloaded 14 Aug 2009 to 128.97.48.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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SMWF experiments where this can be greater than an o
of magnitude.29 This is likely to be because the FLW is les
dependent on fast growth of instabilities from noise sourc

Transmitted spectra are shown in Fig. 4, from which
broadening of the transmitted spectra is evident. Howe
noticeably, there is a complete absence of satellites. E
dently the pulse is not modulated at the plasma frequen
though it is likely to have experienced a compression due
the effects of ionization and the growth of a preceed
plasma wave due to snow-ploughing of electrons in front
the laser.

The main features of nonlinear wakefield generation
an ultrashort pulse are demonstrated through the use
particle-in-cell~PIC! simulations, as shown in Fig. 5. Thes
simulations were performed using the codeOSIRIS.33 Most
noticeably the pulse~on the left! quickly develops from a
symmetric profile to one which has a increasingly sharp
ing edge. This is due to the effect of plasma wave growth~on
the right!. An initially nonlinearly steepened plasma wave
generated, as shown by the characteristic saw-tooth as
ated E-field. However, apart from the first bucket, the wa
quickly disappears as it is driven to very high amplitudeE
;1 TV m21). This is due to the effect of wavebreakin
which takes most of the energy out of the wake. The la
field at this time is observed to have an extremely sh
rising edge, which can continue to drive the first trailin
bucket of the plasma wave even after wavebreaking. Ho
ever, to see these effects one requires an initiala0.2. Re-
peating the simulations fora0;1.2, though generating a
large amplitude wakefield, never exhibits wavebreaki
Also in the one-dimensional~1-D! description, one can se
that a measurable amount of light is trapped in front of
sharp edge and is gradually redshifted as it loses energ
the plasma wave. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 6, wh
shows the spectrum of the laser pulse at early and late ti
in the simulation. This figure shows a blue-shifting of th
peak of the spectrum as seen in the experiment~Fig. 3! due
to compression by the plasma wave. However, the redshi
tail to the spectrum obtained in the simulation is absent in
r

FIG. 5. 1-D PIC simulation results of
a nonlinear wakefield showing lase
pulse shapeEl and plasma wave
E-field E1 at 3 different timesa053
pulse traveling inne5231019 cm23.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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experimental spectrum. Though the 1-D simulations prov
qualitative information about the interaction, to fully unde
stand the FLW regime one must perform 3-D simulations13

In these 3-D simulations, despite being in the short pu
regime (t l;2pvp

21), self-focusing of the laser energy
observed. This can explain how the intensity can be su
ciently high for an impulsive plasma wave growth to wa
breaking amplitude, despite the fact that neither the ini
laser intensity nor the observed pulse compression are s
ciently large. At lower densities, including at the wakefie
resonant densityt l5pvp

21 , no accelerated electrons are o
served at all. Hence one can see that there is a subtle d
ence between the Forced Laser Wakefield and nonlin
wakefield regimes. Without self-focusing, no wavebreak
is observed, but this can only happen if the pulse lengt
not too short initially~i.e., t l²pvp

21). But if there is self-
focusing then pulse erosion takes place, which can al
efficient wake generation. Since the very front of the pulse
not self-focused, the erosion will be more severe, explain
why the redshifted front edge seen in the 1D simulations
not observed in the experiment. In fact, ionization, which
not included in this model, further enhances this effect
increasing diffraction of the front of the pulse. The wake th
is mostly formed by this fast rising edge, and the back of
pulse has little interaction with the relativistic longitudin
oscillation of the plasma wave electrons. Indeed the incre
of plasma wave length due to relativistic effectes means
the breaking and accelerating peak of the plasma wave
behind most, if not all, of the laser pulse. Hence its inter
tion and that of the accelerated electrons with the laser p
is minimized, thus reducing emittance growth due to dir
laser acceleration. Indeed the emittance measured from
experiment for high energy electrons@en5(2.760.9) pmm
mrad forE5~5562! MeV# has been found to be comparab
if not better than modern LINACs.21

Also observed in the 3-D simulations is that the rad
plasma wave oscillations interact coherently with the lon
tudinal field, so enhancing the peak amplitude of the plas
wave. This coupled with the aforementioned strong s

FIG. 6. Spectrum of the laser beam obtained from a 1-D simulation a
t50.28 ps~triangles and solid line! andt51.98 ps~circles and dashed line!
in the FLW regime.
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focusing are ingredients absent from one-dimensional tr
ments of this interaction. Even in 2-D simulation, it is n
possible to observe electrons beyond 200 MeV, as meas
in this experiment, since except in 3-D simulations, both
radial plasma wave enhancement and self-focusing eff
are underestimated. Hence it is only in 3-D simulations t
Emax;Ewb can be reached.13 That such large electric field
are generated, demonstrates another important difference
tween FLW and SMWF regimes, since in the latter, plas
heating by instabilities limits the accelerating electric field
an order of magnitude below the cold wavebreaking limit
should be noted that the electric field inferred for these FL
experiments is in excess of 1 TV m21, considerably larger
than any other coherent accelerating structure created in
laboratory. In fact this figure is 4 orders of magnitude grea
than the electric field strength in the state-of-the-art accel
tors in use these days in high energy physics experimen

V. DISCUSSION

We have shown that in high intensity highly nonline
laser-induced wavebreaking interactions, it is not necess
to have a long laser pulse which self-modulates and re
nantly excites the plasma wave. Nonlinear interactions, es
cially within the leading edge of the pulse, such as ioniz
tion, self-focusing, optical shock compression and rad
plasma wave amplification, can all force a plasma wave
wavebreaking amplitude. Having an ultrashort pulse not o
increases the efficiency of the interactions, but can impr
the beam quality, both in energy~due to the reduced heatin
of the plasma and thus higher plasma wave amplitude! and in
emittance~due to the reduced interaction between acce
ated electrons and the laser pulse!.

One interesting consequence of these extremely la
amplitude plasma waves is that their wavelengthlNL

5(2/p)„11(a0
2/2)…1/2lp increases. Hence one can consid

wakefield by lasers with otherwise undesirably long pu
lengths, by increasing their focused intensity. This will ma
it possible to reach the FLW regime with superpowerful la
pulses now being constructed from high energy glass la
systems. Though the limited gain bandwidth of glass, ty
cally restricts these laser pulses tot l.300 fs, their large size
can compensate to give extremely high powers. Severa
cilities around the world are now being developed to rea
the petawatt regime in the near future. A 2-D simulati
usingOSIRIS showing a petawatt laser pulse~of pulse length
300 fs! traveling in an underdense plasma is shown in Fig
The petawatt laser has been focused to givegp'30, so
bringing the resonant density from around 531016 cm23 to
above 131019 cm23, thus allowing consequently muc
greater electric field plasma waves to be generated.
simulation shows that the laser pulse is not greatly modifi
after traveling;150mm into the plasma@Fig. 7~a!#, unlike a
similar pulse length but lower power interactions as shown
Sec. III and in simulation by Tzenget al.9 However, the
electric field trailing the laser pulse at the same time is ag
huge@Fig. 7~b!#. This results in wavebreaking as can be se
from the spectrum of electrons after a laser propagation
tance of 300mm, which shows a significant number of a

r
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celerated electrons trailing the laser pulse@Fig. 7~c!#. This
beam of electrons continues to be accelerated until a
about 4 ps of laser propagation@.1 mm—Fig. 7~d!# many
have reached energy in excess of 1 GeV.

In conclusion, the comparison of SMWF and FLW r
gimes of self-generated relativistic electron sources
shown the improved beam characteristics in the FLW regi
with greatly reduced laser requirements. Hence, it is conc
able that the FLW accelerator will be of great interest for
applications of large energy spread electron beams that
been recently demonstrated, such as gamma-radiograp30

and nuclear activation.23,31,32It is also conceivable that with
the higher energies expected from the interaction of peta
class laser systems, that several new applications ma
considered, such as the secondary production of positro34

pions, muons and neutrinos.35,36
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